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Abstract

Using molecular simulations and a bimodal domain network, the role of water

state on Nafion water uptake and water and proton transport is investigated.

Although the smaller domains provide moderate transport pathways, their

effectiveness remains low due to strong, resistive water molecules/domain sur-

face interactions. The water occupancy of the larger domains yields bulk-like

water, and causes the observed transition in the water uptake and significant

increases in transport properties.
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1. Introduction

Optimal water management is critical to the operation of proton-exchange-

membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs)[1–3]. Key in importance is keeping the elec-

trolyte membrane, e.g., NafionR© hydrated to ensure good proton conduc-

tivity [4], while minimizing liquid water in other PEMFC layers for ease

of gaseous fuel transport [5, 6]. Hydration of Nafion and its transport

properties are related to hydration-induced nanophase morphology, causing

separation into hydrophobic-polymer-backbone and water-filled domains sur-

rounded by hydrophilic sulfonic-acid side chains [4].

The water-filled domain size has a distribution of 1 to 1000 nm,

with a mean size of 〈Ld〉 = 4 nm [7–9], and this nanosize influ-

ences the water state and its transport properties. The surface

energy from the domains influences the thermodynamic state of

water, i.e., its chemical potential, and this directs the water adhe-

sion towards the domain surface (adsorption). In particular, when

the domain size is smaller than the intermolecular force-field dis-

tance (∼ 1 nm), the surface force fields overlap each other, and this

promotes water filling [10]. In addition, the domain size is much

smaller than an average collision distance of the water molecules at

near ambient pressure and temperature, and this significantly re-

duces their traveling distances (diffusion). The surface energy also

impedes their motions, which in turn limits the transport, and this

becomes more pronounced in the smaller domain size due to the

overlapped surface force fields. So, these domain-size-dependent water

states and their roles on transport properties are essential to the fundamental
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understanding of hydrated Nafion and optimal fuel cell design.

Nafion hydration and transport properties have been experimentally stud-

ied for water uptake [11–17], water self diffusion [18–20], and proton conduc-

tivity [20, 21]. These observed behaviors have been explained by both contin-

uum and atomistic modeling [22–24] with the former being focused on macro-

scopic, thermodynamic descriptions [25–27], and the latter on hydration-

associated nanoscopic polymer dynamics [7, 8, 28–36]. Although both ap-

proaches have shown that the number of water molecules per hydrophilic,

sulfonic-acid site, i.e., water content 〈λH2O〉, correlate with the transport

properties, their domain-size dependence has not been well explored, nor have

these two approaches been correlated to each other. This lack of understand-

ing has been in part due to limited methodologies. Macroscopic approaches

have by nature relied on homogeneous treatments, and have been challenging

to provide atomic-level insights on hydration and transport. Molecular ap-

proaches have also been limited to small spatial coverage for the domain-size

distribution, and not extended to explain the domain-size-dependent macro-

scopic water uptake and its relation to transport properties. Thus, there is

a critical need to bridge the two spectra. A previous study has attempted

to bridge this gap using a macroscopic domain-network model, relating the

adsorption-capillary water states in the Nafion domains to water uptake and

proton conductivity [27]. However, this study utilized an empirical relation

for the atomistic level water behavior, which is articulated here by rigorous

molecular simulations. Along this line, we elucidate the roles of the domain-

size-dependent water states on the water uptake and water/proton transport

properties both in the individual domains and in the transport pathways
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throughout the domain network. In particular, we examine the nanoscopic

water states and transport in presence of the surface force fields, as contin-

uation of our previous, domain-size-dependent water distribution and its

relation to the transport properties [6]. For this combined nano- and

macroscopic water descriptions, we propose molecular simulations combined

with a bimodal domain-size network model.

2. Proposed Bimodal Network Model

2.1. Bimodal Domain Size

The microstructure of hydrated Nafion including its connectiv-

ity and hydrophilic-site distribution, is crucial to the water states,

transport properties, and mechanical properties. Much effort has

been made over last few decades to characterize the structure un-

derlying its unique, high proton conductivity, however, due to its

low crystallinity and complex chemical composition, an exact struc-

ture is still contentious [4], which will return to at the end of this

section. Since the primary focus here is the water state and the

transport properties, an idealized bimodal-domain distribution network

for hydrated Nafion is proposed using uniform density of the hydrophilic

sites. Such a construct is guided by our small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)

measurement, the reported domain-size distribution measurement [9], and

the available bimodal cluster network model [7, 8]. As shown in Figure 1(a),

the large domains are represented by the mean domain size, 4 nm, while the

small ones are determined by the Debye screening length δD, (the distance
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over which charge carriers screen out the surface electric field) [37],

δD = (
ǫoǫrkBT

4πe2
∑
i

niz
2
e,i

)1/2, (1)

where ǫo and ǫr are the free-space electric and relative permittivities, respec-

tively, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and ni and ze,i are

the number density and the number of conduction electrons per contribut-

ing ions, respectively. δD = 0.23 nm is predicted using an equivalent weight

(EW) of 1100 g/mol, a density of 2 g/cm3 [38], and the number densities

of two types of ions, i.e., the sulfonic acid and hydronium. The calculated

Debye length is the hard sphere diameter, dH2O = 0.3 nm, meaning that the

effective interaction length is one layer of adsorbed water. This length is also

consistent with the predictions using the Pekar-Marcus relation [39] and the

mean field Poisson-Boltzmann theory [40]. Using 1.5 adsorbed-water layer

and the two confining domain surfaces, a 1 nm nanogap (domain size) is set

as the small domain size.

The bimodal domain sizes lead to bimodal water filling (com-

plete and partial water occupation), which results in selective trans-

port pathways through the water-filled domains in a network, as

shown in Figure 1(a). During the water uptake, thermodynamic

equilibria among neighboring domains in the network require that

the connected domains have the same chemical potential. This

condition results in first filling of the smaller domains due to their

overlapping surface force fields, and then filling of the larger do-

mains because of weaker surface interactions. The weak surface

interactions mean more of a bulk-like water phase since the subse-
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quent adsorbed-water layers are formed outside the Debye screen-

ing length. This finding has also been reported in previous studies

[23, 41], and this study further articulates the nanoscale water be-

havior using molecular simulations.

The microstructure of hydrated Nafion has been primarily ex-

amined to understand the unique structure that yields its high

proton conductivity. The primary models are the bimodal cluster-

network [7, 8], the structural-inversion [42], the sandwich-like [30],

the percolation-channel [31], and the parallel-channels models [35].

It has been known that the mean characteristic size of the mi-

crostructure is 4 nm and its size increases with water activity (hy-

dration). The graphical descriptions of these models are shown in

Figures 1(b)-(f), with water activity as a variable.

The bimodal, cluster-network model, Figure 1(b), proposes two char-

acteristic cluster-domain sizes, such that the primary clusters are

connected by the secondary transport channels, which evolve with

water activity and become the larger percolated transport chan-

nels. Although this model has been the most popular and is similar to

ours, it does not contain the viable molecular descriptions and cannot sup-

port the SAXS measurement [35]. In the structural-inversion model, Figure

1(c), the swelling and dissolution processes have been phenomenologically de-

scribed, showing a possible structural-inversion between the water

and the polymer structure at high water activity, but no quantitative

study has been done to date. In the sandwich-like model, Figure 1(d), a

simple nanogap has been proposed to predict the SAXS experimental
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results by quantifying the hydration-dependent structural change

(swelling), but the water states and the resulting water/proton transport

have not been addressed. In the percolation model, Figure 1(e), the phe-

nomenological descriptions on water state and its transport have

highlighted the Schröder paradox which has been an inexplainable,

larger water-uptake increase (〈λH2O〉 = 14 and 22) between fully

vapor-equilibrated and liquid-equilibrated membranes at the same

chemical potential, and attempts have been made to relate it to the

capillary percolation. However, capillary percolation occurs at lower hy-

dration 〈λH2O〉 = 5 or 6, due to the strong surface interactions [6]. In the long

parallel-channel model, Figure 1(f), the proposed, long, cylindrical-domain

network including semicrystal structures has best fitted the SAXS re-

sults, but the model has not been related to the nanoscopic descriptions on

water states and the transport properties. It has also been found that the

microstructure changes with hydration, temperature, and pretreat-

ment, meaning that various morphologies may exist under different

conditions [43]. However, the structure-related, nanoscale-water

behaviors have not been addressed in any of the existing Nafion

morphology models.

The key outcomes of this study rely on the nanoscale-water

states and dynamics in the domains, and the resulting transport

pathways in the network. These phenomena are related to the

strength of the water/surface interactions which are affected by

the microstructure. The spherical [7, 8] and cylindrical [35] struc-

tures increase the specific surface area (total surface area per unit
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volume) compared to our nanogap. The increased surface area re-

duces the site density per unit surface area, and in turn weakens

the surface force fields. This is expected to result in decreased

water adsorption, reluctant water filling, and increased free-water

motion. On the other hand, the spherical and/or cylindrical struc-

tures increase the surface curvature where the surface force fields

overlap, which in turn strengthens them. The stronger fields lead

to increased adsorption, favorable water filling (by reducing the

capillary meniscus in the Kelvin-Cohan relation [44]), and hin-

dered water motion. The two geometric effects above result in an

expected, negligible net impact. It is implied that the nanoscale-

water descriptions in our nanogap structure represent the water

states and transport properties of hydrated Nafion without a sig-

nificant loss of generality.

2.2. SAXS Measurement

The bimodal domain size are further informed by our analysis of SAXS

measurements. Nafion 117 specimens were tested using SAXS at the Ad-

vanced Light Source at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, with a

X-ray wavelength of 1.239 Å. In preparation for the tests, the samples were

boiled for one hour in a 1M H2SO4 solution to remove any ionic impurities

and to ensure a fully protonated state. Samples were mounted in a sealed

sample holder such that they were suspended above a pool of pure water,

saturated LiCl solution, or desiccant, and allowed to equilibrate over 4 hours

with data taken every 5 minutes. The sample holder is shown in Figure 2(a).

Kapton-covered holes through the holder allowed unimpeded X-ray access
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to the hanging sample while maintaining a sealed environment. Background

spectra were collected for each test and assumed to apply for the duration of

the drying data gathering. The measured scattering X-ray intensities were

subtracted from the background scattering, and then were normalized by

the transmitted intensity. Figure 2(b) shows the scattered intensities

(arbitrary unit) with respect to the scattering wave vector (q =

0.05 to 0.3 Å−1) at water activities of aH2O = 0, 0.11, and 1.0. One

(ionomer) peak is observed for dry Nafion (aH2O = 0), and this

shifts to lower q with an increase in water activity (q = 0.185 to

0.15 Å−1). This is primarily related to the water-filled, domain size

growth by swelling (the domain size change of 3.3 to 4.2 nm) [4, 7].

Indeed, the intensity at the low q (matrix knee) is related to the

semicrystalline structures from long polymer matrix chains, which

is important to its mechanical properties, while the intensity at the

large q (Prod’s law) represents the domain surface area [35, 45]. In

addition, we note that the water morphologies in the domains (par-

tial/complete water occupation) can be another source of the peak

shift, although the thin, adsorbed-water layers are the secondary

X-ray scatters.

To model this, cubical domains are constructed in a network, as shown

in Figure 2(c). Each domain includes polymer matrix, an adsorbed-water

layer, and a water-fillable layer as sources of the X-ray scattering. The

last layer represents the potential, water-filling layer at high water activity

and is not expected to influence significantly the water transport due to the

absence of surface interaction with water. Practically, this water-fillable layer
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is occupied by the polymer matrix, where it swells/shrinks with hydration.

However, we use idealized, rigid domains, along with the water-filling layer,

for feasible molecular simulations. The rigorous descriptions associated with

the adsorbed/water-fillable requires modifications of the existing sandwich-

like model [30], and after adding these the layers, we have

I∗(q) = α

∫ 1

0

2

π

∫ π/2

0

S2(LX , φ, a)dφ[∆ne,p(S(LZ , a)− S(LZ,d, a)) (2)

+∆ne,ad,H2O(S(LZ,d, a)− S(LZ,wf , a)) + ∆ne,g,H2OS(LZ,wf , a)]
2da,

where

S2(LX , φ, a) =
sin[0.5qLX cos(φ)(1− a2)1/2]

0.5qLX cos(φ)(1− a2)1/2
sin[0.5qLX sin(φ)(1− a2)1/2]

0.5qLX sin(φ)(1− a2)1/2
L2
X ,

(3)

S(LZ , φ, a) =
sin(0.5qLZa)

0.5qLZa
LZ , a = cos(φ), (4)

where S is the form factor, ∆ne is the electron density variation, LZ,d is

the domain size, LZ,wf is the water-fillable layer thickness, LX is the lateral

domain size, and α is the scaling factor. In the network, the individual

domains are randomly rotated, and hydrated Nafion has a water-filled

domain volume ratio, ǫ = 0.4 [9, 27, 46]. Using LX = LZ = 6 nm guided by

our experimental result at aH2O = 1 (Table 1), the domain population ratios

are 0.53 and 0.47 and the domain volume ratios are 0.22 and 0.78, for LZ,d = 1

and 4 nm, respectively, as summarized in Table 2. Using the bimodal domain

size, the predicted LZ,wf (which will be predicted using molecular simulations

in the next section), and the domain population ratio, the predicted peaks

for aH2O = 0, 0.11, and 1 show reasonable agreements with the measured

data, particularly near q > 0.125 Å as shown in Figure 2(b). The peak in q

(characteristic length) is related to an average distance associated with the
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LX or LZ , LZ,d and LZ,wf , and the domain-size distribution. The predictions

using the parameters given in Table 1 agree with the measured peak at q ∼

0.15 to 0.185 Å−1.

2.3. Bimodal Water Filling

The bimodal water filing is related to the bimodal strength of

the water/surface interactions, and it is analyzed by the isosteric

heat of adsorption [47]. Using Eq. (A.1), the heat of adsorption is cal-

culated as a function of the number of adsorbed-water layers, Nad,H2O, for

the two domain sizes, as shown in Figure 3. The total adsorbed-water-layer

thickness, δH2O,ad (summation of two layers from top and bottom) using

dH2O = 0.3 nm is also shown at the top x axis. The Debye screening length

is also marked to show water-behavior changes by the surface force

fields. As the adsorbed-water layer grows beyond the Debye length, the heat

of adsorption decreases towards the bulk value, i.e., the heat of evaporation

(46 kJ/mol at T = 300 K for MSPC/E water model [48]), since the surface

interactions are significantly screened. In the small domains, the heat of ad-

sorption is nearly doubled for small adsorption, and is still higher compared

to the bulk heat of evaporation at large adsorption. In contrast, in the large

domain it is only 15% higher for the small adsorption and then becomes

nearly the same as the bulk. This indicates that the small domains signif-

icantly change water behavior due to strong interactions, whereas the large

domains lead to bulk-like water due to no significant surface interactions.

In addition, an increase in sulfonic-acid-site density, n(SO−
3 ) = 1.75

to 2.5 nm−2, strengthens the water interactions with the surfaces.

This change is more pronounced in the larger domains because the
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smaller domains already have strong surface forces (overlapping

force fields). This result implies that the water-state changes with

respect to the hydrophilic-site concentration (or equivalent weight)

are more significant in the larger domains than those in the smaller

domains. The strength of the surface forces is also related to the

water filling, which will be discussed further below.

3. Water Uptake

The bimodal-size and water-filling model succeeds in explaining water

uptake and its significant increase near high water activities. The water

states of each domain size are explored using the grand canonical molecular

dynamics-Monte Carlo (GCMD-MC) simulation, as described in Appendix

A, and the results are integrated over the entire network through the pre-

scribed chemical potential (water activity). One of the important factors for

the water states in the domains is the surface sulfonic-acid density n(SO−
3 ).

The reported values have a range of 0.51 to 3.3 nm−2 as summarized in

Table 3 [8, 9, 36, 42]. Here, using n(SO−
3 ) = 1.5, 1.75, and 2.5 nm−2, the

number of water molecules per volume of each domain, nH2O, are shown in

Figures 4(a) and (b) at T = 300 K for LZ,d = 1 and 4 nm, respectively.

Note that nH2O = 37 nm−3 represents complete water filling. At

low activities, there is only adsorbed-water layer without water filling, and

its thickness grows as the activity increases. At the threshold activities, the

domain begins to fill completely. The threshold activity increase in the large

domains due to the weaker overlapping surface forces. However, no signifi-

cant variation in the threshold is found in the small domains because of the
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strongly overlapped surface force fields. These predicted, nanoscale water

states are validated by the available modified BET theory, the Kelvin-Cohan

(K-C) relation [27, 49], and the Saam-Cole (S-C) transition theory (using

the homogeneous water-water effective potential for the water-surface wall

interactions beyond the Debye length [6, 10]). Although these theories rea-

sonably predict the water filling of the large domains, the prediction using

Kelvin-Cohan relation is close to the GCMD-MC results with a large sulfonic-

acid-site density i.e., n(SO−
3 ) = 2.5 nm−2. The Saam-Cole theory predicts

a delayed threshold. This delay is due to the large (bulk) surface tension,

while the effective water-water intermolecular potential tends to be weaker

than the surface-water interaction.

The sulfonic-acid-site density influences the adsorption and water fill-

ing. Higher surface energy or hydrophilic-site density (strong surface force,

n(SO−
3 ) = 2.5 nm−2) increases adsorption, and the water filling occurs at

lower activity. However, the lower density (weak surface force, 1.5 nm−2) de-

creases adsorption, and the filling does not occur at aH2O = 1, indicating that

the surface is extremely hydrophobic and the expected water uptake with the

fully vapor-equilibrated reservoir is significantly lower than the experimental

results. Thus, we choose n(SO−
3 ) = 1.75 nm−2 as the characteristic Nafion

sulfonic-acid-site density for a good agreement with the available experimen-

tal water uptake data as well as the available water diffusivity and proton

conductivity as shown below.

In general, the adsorbed water in Nafion is presented as water content de-

fined by the number of water molecules per sulfonic-acid site [21]. To predict

the water content, 〈λH2O〉, the total adsorbed water amount in the network
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is calculated by integrating the water states in the individual domains over

the two domain sizes, as given by

〈λH2O〉 =

∑
i

nH2O,adVLZ,d,i

N(SO−
3 )

, (5)

where nH2O,ad is the number density of the adsorbed water in the individual

domain, VLZ,d,i
is the domain volume for each, and N(SO−

3 ) is the total num-

ber of sulfonic-acid sites. The predicted water content is shown in Figure

4(c). It is small at low water activity, and increases with increasing water

activity. At the threshold water activities, aH2O = 0.1 and 0.95, the water up-

take significantly increases, which is related to the filling of the large domains.

The first transition is caused by filling the smaller domains, LZ,d = 1 nm,

and the second is more pronounced by fully hydrating the larger domains,

LZ,d = 4 nm, due to a significant domain volume ratio. This agrees with the

experimental result [21], especially at the large water content, while overpre-

dicting at low water activities. The assumption of a rigid domain structure

based on the fully hydrated Nafion causes the discrepancy at the low water

activities. In addition, our model does not include hydrodynamic resistance

among domains, or interfacial rearrangement and/or resistance [17, 50, 51],

which also help to explain this overprediction.

4. Water Self Diffusion

Water self diffusion occurs through the completely water-filled trans-

port pathways [Figure 1(a)]. Hydration controls not only nanoscale

water motions (local diffusivity) in the individual domains, but also
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the transport channel connectivity (or tortuosity of transport path-

ways). In the individual domains, the diffusivities, DH2O are calculated

using the molecular simulations and the Green-Kubo autocorrelation, Eq.

(A.2), at T = 300 K as a function of aH2O, and the results are reported in

Table 4. Next, the effective diffusivity 〈DH2O〉 is calculated using 30×30 do-

mains in the 2-D bimodal network as depicted in Figure 1(a), and the results

are shown in Figure 5(a) as a function of the predicted water content [Figure

4(c)]. No calculation size effect is found up to 100×100 domains. Calculation

details have been given previously [52].

At 〈λH2O〉 ∼ 2 (aH2O ∼ 0.05), the effective diffusivity is significantly low

compared to that in bulk liquid water because the movement of wa-

ter molecules are significantly hindered by the strong surface force

fields (most of water molecules are within the Debye screening

length, Table 4). The transport pathways are also significantly lim-

ited by the partially-filled domain network. At 〈λH2O〉 ∼ 4 (aH2O ∼

0.1), the effective diffusivity begins to increase primarily by ap-

proaching the bulk-like diffusivity in the water-filled small domains

and by increasing the transport pathways. At 〈λH2O〉 ∼ 5 (aH2O ∼ 0.3),

the adsorbed layers in large domains grow beyond the screening length, and

for 〈λH2O〉 > 5, further filling of the large domains increases the effec-

tive diffusivity. These results are in good agreement with experiments [18]

and available MD results [53, 54], and our multiscale approach better pre-

dicts compared to the full atomistic simulations [53, 54], where the limited

simulation size may not represent the domain-size-dependent water

transport. With a consideration of hydration-dependent Nafion morphol-
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ogy (swelling), i.e., reduced domain sizes at low water activity, the

water uptake is expected to decrease especially at the low water content, and

this consideration results in better agreement with the experimental data.

For validation, our MD-predicted bulk-liquid diffusivity at T = 298 K is in

excellent agreement with existing data [55].

The role of the water-filled transport channels on the effective

water diffusivity is elucidated by examining the pathway tortuosity.

In permeable media, the effective self diffusivity 〈DH2O〉 is related to the bulk

diffusivity DH2O, permeable domain volume ratio ǫ, and tortuosity L∗
t , as

given as [56]

〈DH2O〉 =
DH2Oǫ

L∗
t

. (6)

The tortuosity is calculated using the homogeneous, bulk diffusivity for all

the bimodal domains with a constant domain volume ratio of ǫ = 0.4 as a

function of water content. Note that L∗
t = 1 represents a full transport-

network connectivity, which occurs at high water activity. Using the

bulk diffusivity for all the domains, it predicts only the tortuosity without

considering the surface-force-induced transport, as shown in Figure 5(b).

The tortuosity decreases with increasing water content, showing that the

smaller domains form minor transport channels at low water content, and the

larger domains provide major domain connectivity. Using the molecular-

simulation-calculated diffusivity (surface-force-hindered diffusivity, Table

4), the tortuosity predicts 30 to 70% lower than the above predictions (with-

out considering the surface-force hindrance). This resistance is caused by the

transport impedance from the domain-surface interactions. Note that the

resistance difference is minimized where the water fillings occur,
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indicating that the complete water occupation yields the bulk-like

water behavior.

5. Proton Transport

In bulk liquid water, protons transfer via Grotthuss (or hopping) diffusion

and translational diffusion (or vehicle motion). The former is the

dominant mechanism, where a proton effectively hops over a hydrogen-

bond network of water molecules using fast bond-breaking and making steps

[57–61]. In the hydrated-Nafion domain network, such transport is hin-

dered by the strong surface force fields, and the effective proton

conductivity decreases. Since the force fields are significant within

the Debye length, no significant Grotthuss diffusion is considered, and the

surface-force hindered translational hydronium diffusion is included (Table

5). Using the Nernst-Einstein relation [25, 26], we have

σH+ =
e2H+

kBT
(nH3O+DH3O+,D + nH+DH+,G), (7)

where eH+ is the proton charge, nH+ is the number density of protons for Grot-

thuss diffusion, nH3O+ is the number density of hydronium for translational

diffusion, DH+,G is the Grotthuss diffusivity, and DH3O+,D is the translational

diffusivity. DH3O+,D is calculated using MD-simulated, 8 to 18 hydroniums,

and the Green-Kubo autocorrelation relation Eq. (A.2), as presented in Table

5. The Grotthuss diffusivity is calculated using the available relaxation time

for water-molecule rotations [25, 26, 62]. At T = 300 K, DH+,G = 7×10−9

m2/s, using DH+,G = d2O-O/6τD, and relaxation time of τD = 1.5 ps, and O-O

distance of 0.255 nm in H9O
+
4 [62]. For the total proton number density,
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equivalent weight of 1100 g/mol, and density of 2 g/cm3 are used, while for

the bulk-like domains, nH+/(nH++nH3O+) = 0.5 is assumed. We note that

this population density ratio is so far not confirmed, even with the recent

microscopic analyses and ab initio-molecular-dynamics simulations [57–61].

Similarly, using the 2-D, 30×30 domain network and the Kirchhoff law at

the domain junctions [27], the effective conductivity 〈σH+〉 is calculated as a

function of the water content 〈λH2O〉, as shown in Figure 6(a).

In Figure 6(a), at 〈λH2O〉 < 2, proton conductivity is negligibly small,

because the adsorbed water is mainly within the screening length. As the

activity increases, the small domains readily fill, and at 〈λH2O〉 ∼ 4 the

proton conductivity significantly increases through bulk-like proton diffusion

and hopping as marked by the onset of hopping at LZ,d = 1 nm.

However, in the large domains, the conductivity is still hindered, which in

turn causes no significant proton conductivity increase. At 〈λH2O〉 ∼ 8, the

adsorbed water layers in the large domains grow beyond the screening length,

and the bulk-like diffusion and hopping result in significant enhancement as

indicated by the onset of hopping at LZ,d = 4 nm. The detailed

discussions on the water-filling related transport property transi-

tion are found in our previous work [6]. At high activities, water filling

occurs and leads to the maximum conductivity. The diffusive proton con-

ductivity is also shown, indicating that its contribution is only nearly one

third. For comparison, a previously reported MD result is also shown, and

it can be seen that it underestimates the proton conductivity without ad-

dressing the significant enhancement at 〈λH2O〉 ∼ 5 since it has not

properly considered the domain-size-dependent transport proper-
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ties [63]. Similar to Figure 5(b), the normalized effective conductivity is

shown in Figure 6(b). At low water content, 〈λH2O〉 ∼ 2, the proton con-

ductivity is a minimum due to the large hindrance from the ionic surface

although there are water pathways through the smaller domains (the path-

ways are small as indicated by the small domain filling). At 〈λH2O〉 ∼

8, the water molecules are outside the Debye length especially in the larger

domains, and the conductivity increases significantly.

6. Conclusions

Using the proposed molecular simulations combined with the bimodal-

domain-network model, we explained the role of water states on the water up-

take and water and proton transport in Nafion, while addressing both nano-

and macroscopic water behavior. The water states, i.e., adsorption and water

filling, are domain-size dependent in the individual domains, and the water

occupation forms selective transport pathways in the network. Although the

smaller domains readily fill water and form network pathways, the strong

overlapping surface forces retard the water and proton transport. However,

in the larger domains, the water filling is delayed and their water occupation

significantly increases both the water uptake and water and proton transport

properties since the water molecules are beyond the Debye transport imped-

ing length. Although idealized, this model provides nanoscopic insights on

water states and the resulting transport, while addressing the macroscopic

water description. The domain-size-dependent water descriptions contribute

to complimentary understanding of the role of water states on water/proton

transport in ion-conducting polymers. In addition, our grand canonical
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molecular dynamics - Monte Carlo (GCMD-MC) approach allows for pre-

dictions of the water content as a function of water activity, something that

is challenging for conventional MD simulations. This methodology allows not

only a direct comparison with water-uptake experiments, but also allows for

extending the treatment to intrinsic, temperature-dependent water uptake

with inclusion of the flexibility of the polymer matrix.
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Appendix A. GCMD-MC

To simulate physiochemical properties such as water adsorption (static

quantity) and water/proton transport (dynamic characteristics), we use a

combination approach, i.e., GCMD-MC simulation which allows controlling

the number of water molecules by the Metropolis algorithm during the NVT

ensemble molecular dynamics. The algorithm/calculation details are given
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in the previous work [64]. The Nafion domain is represented as two infinite,

parallel slabs (using periodic boundary conditions in the x and y directions)

separated by a physical width, Lz [33], as shown in Figure 2(c). We assume

that the surfaces are uncorrugated, stationary, and rigid (no swelling). The

hydrophobic surface is modeled by 1-D Lennard-Jones potential, whereas the

hydrophilic sites are represented by SO−
3 only [33]. The number of sites per

domain are 8 to 18 for T = 300 K, and the lateral domain sizes are ad-

justed to represent the desired surface site density of n(SO−
3 ) = 1.5 to 2.5

nm−2. The dominant source of the water-surface interactions is the elec-

trostatic force between the hydrophilic, ionized sulfonic-acid side chain and

the water molecules. Although there are intermolecular interactions between

hydrophobic polymer backbone and water molecules, those are in general

significantly weak interactions compared to the ones with the hydrophilic

sites. So, it is expected that modeling of the hydrophobic matrix would not

significantly change water adsorption, and it is simplified using the available

interactions [33]. While we understand that the true morphology of Nafion

is hydration dependent with the various domain sizes being primarily a force

balance between the electrostatic interactions and polymer-chain elongation

[65, 66], we use the vapor-equilibrated structure under all hydration cases to

make the simulations tenable. Although the domain size has a range of 1 to

1000 nm in radius [9], it is modeled as bimodal sizes. This approach gives

minimal loss of fidelity in the treatment of the water uptake and transport

properties.

For the water molecules, the modified simple polarization charge extended

(MSPC/E) water is used [48]. This water potential is superior to SPC,
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and SPC/E which is for vapor-liquid equilibria at T = 300.15 to 582.28

K, relevant to adsorption. An equal number of hydroniums are added to

neutralize electrically the sulfonic-acid system using an available potential

[67]. The chemical potential and the vapor pressure are calculated using a

virial expansion [64, 68], and the second-order virial coefficient [69]. The

leapfrog Verlet algorithm [70] is used to solve the Newton equation, the

SHAKE algorithm is used for the rigid molecules [71], and the temperature

is controlled by a Brendsen thermostat [72]. The long-range electrostatic

force is calculated by the pairwise additive method [73], where the damping

coefficient, α = 0.2 Å−1, and cutoff rc = 1.2 nm are used. The simulation

temperatures are T = 298 K. The time step ∆t = 0.5 fs is used for a time

integration, and the total simulation time is 1.5 to 3 ns, until there is no

significant change in the water-molecule population, <5% for 1 ns. This

method is validated by testing bulk vapor/liquid water density at T = 300 K

[48]. The resulting water densities (or pressures) agree well with the available

simulation results [48].

The isosteric heat of adsorption is calculated using [74]

∆hlg,ad = −
〈ϕN〉 − 〈ϕ〉〈N〉

〈N2〉 − 〈N〉2
+ kBT, (A.1)

where ϕ is the system potential energy and N is the number of particle in

the nanodomain.

The self-diffusion coefficient Di for species i in the individual domain is

calculated using the Green-Kubo autocorrelation relation given as [75],

Di = lim
τ→∞

∫ τ

0

dt〈ui(t)ui(0)〉, (A.2)

where i is either water or hydronium, t and τ are times, ui(t) is the velocity
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of the species i from MD results. Since the species i in the nanogap diffuses

only in x- and y-directions, x- and y-direction velocity profiles are used for

the average diffusivity, and τ = 100 ps is used.
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NOMENCLATURE

A cross-section area (m2)

aH2O water activity

D diffusivity (m2/s)

d diameter (m)

h enthalpy (J/mol)

kB Boltzmann constant (J/K)

L length or domain size

Lt tortuosity

N number of fluid particles, water layers, or domains

n number density (m−3)

p pressure (Pa)

T temperature (K)

Greek symbols

α scaling factor

ǫ water-filled domain volume ratio

δ thickness (m)

µ chemical potential (J)

λH2O water content

ρ density (kg/m3)

σl surface tension (N/m)

σH+ proton conductivity (S/m)

τ time (s)
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Subscripts

ad adsorption

d domain

e electron

eff effective

f fluid or water

H2O water molecules

H3O
+ hydronium

lg liquid-gas phase change, or saturation

p polymer

SO−
3 sulfonic acid

wf water fillable

X,Y,Z coordinates of x, y, and z
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Tables

Table 1: Summary of the SAXS model parameters for Eqs. (2) to (4).

aH2O LZ and

LX , nm

LZ,wf ,

nm in

LZ,d =

1 nm

LZ,wf ,

nm in

LZ,d =

4 nm

∆ne,p,

Å−3

∆ne,ad,H2O,

Å−3

∆ne,g,H2O,

Å−3

0 4.8 1 4 -0.0875 0.02 -0.0045

0.11 5.0 0 3.7 -0.0875 0.02 -0.0045

1 6.0 0 0 -0.18 0.08 -0.1

Table 2: Ratio of domain populations and volumes.

LZ,d = 1 nm LZ,d = 4 nm

NLZ,d,i/Nd 0.53 0.47

VLZ,d,i/VLZ
0.22 0.78
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Table 3: Summary of various sulfonic-acid surface site densities in the literature.

n(SO−
3 ) nm

−2 Comments

1.62 110 sites per 4.65 nm diameter clus-

ter for EW = 1100 g/mol [8]

3.3 dSO−

3
-SO−

3
= 0.55 nm for T = 20 to

80oC [9]

1.82 the specific surface area of 0.55 nm2

per site [42]

0.51 to 1.23 dSO−

3
-SO−

3
= 0.9 to 1.4 nm for

〈λH2O〉 = 4 to 15 [36]

Table 4: MD predicted DH2O, as a function of aH2O and 〈λH2O〉 at T = 300 K for LZ,d =

1 and 4 nm.

aH2O (〈λH2O〉) DH2O, m
2/s at LZ,d = 1

nm

DH2O, m
2/s at LZ,d = 4

nm

0.05(2.0) 5.70×10−10 5.82×10−10

0.1(3.9) 1.21×10−9 7.64×10−10

0.3(4.8) 1.25×10−9 2.13×10−9

0.5(5.4) 1.27×10−9 2.25×10−9

0.7(6.3) 1.29×10−9 2.45×10−9

0.8(6.9) 1.29×10−9 3.03×10−9

0.9(7.2) 1.30×10−9 3.20×10−9

1.0(13.1) 1.29×10−9 2.80×10−9
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Table 5: MD predicted DH3O
+,D, as a function of aH2O and 〈λH2O〉 at T = 300 K for LZ,d

= 1 and 4 nm.

aH2O (〈λH2O〉) DH3O+ , m2/s at LZ,d = 1

nm

DH3O+ , m2/s at LZ,d = 4

nm

0.05(2.0) 3.89×10−11 3.65×10−11

0.1(3.9) 2.25×10−10 9.60×10−11

0.3(4.8) 2.38×10−10 2.62×10−10

0.5(5.4) 3.07×10−10 3.13×10−10

0.7(6.3) 3.58×10−10 3.58×10−10

0.8(6.9) 4.29×10−10 3.69×10−10

0.9(7.2) 4.90×10−10 1.22×10−9

1.0(13.1) 5.25×10−10 1.51×10−9
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Figure captions

Fig. 1. (a) The proposed bimodal network model, showing hydration-dependent

morphological evolution as a function of water activity (or hydra-

tion). (b) The cluster network model [7, 8]. (c) The structural in-

version network model [42]. (d) The sandwich-like model [30]. (e)

The percolation network model [31]. (f) The parallel, long-channel

network model [35].

Fig. 2. (a) Holder for SAXS measurement. (b) Measured, normalized SAXS

intensity I∗(q) as a function of the scattering wave vector q for Nafion

117 at aH2O = 0, 0.11, and 1, T = 298 K, and p = 1 atm. Variations

of the predicted intensities at the peaks using Eq. (2) are also shown.

(c) The proposed cubical domains for the polymer matrix, the

adsorbed-water layer, and the water-fillable layer.

Fig. 3. Variations of the MD predicted isosteric heat of adsorption ∆hlg,ad as

a function of the number of adsorbed water layers at the sulfonic-

acid surface densities, n(SO−
3 ) = 1.75 and 2.5 nm−2, and the

domain sizes, LZ,d = 1 and 4 nm. The adsorbed-water thickness

is also shown at the top x-axis. The bulk heat of evaporation for

MSPC/E water model at T = 300 K [48] and the Debye screening

length δD are shown.

Fig. 4. (a) Variations of GCMD-MC results of the adsorbed water at LZ,d = 1

nm with respect to the water activity, aH2O at T = 300 K and n(SO−
3 )

= 1.75 nm−2. The predicted results using available adsorption and

water filling theories are also shown [6, 10, 27]. (b) Variations of
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the adsorbed water at LZ,d = 4 nm, T = 300 K, and n(SO−
3 ) = 1.5,

1.75, and 2.5 nm−2. (c) Variations of the predicted water content

〈λH2O〉, Eq. (5), as a function of the activity at T = 300 K. Available

experimental result at T = 303 K is also shown [21].

Fig. 5. (a) Variations of water self-diffusion coefficient in Nafion as a func-

tion of average water content at 303 K. The experiential results [18]

and the available MD results [53, 54], are also shown along with the

experimental result for bulk liquid water at T = 298 K [55]. (b) Vari-

ations of the tortuosity with respect to the water content using the

normalized effective diffusivity. The domain water-filling regimes

are also marked.

Fig. 6. (a) Variations of the predicted proton conductivity, as a function of

water content, showing significant increases caused by water filling

and bulk-like diffusivity, at T = 300 K. The predicted translational-

diffusion proton conductivity, and the available experimental results

at T = 303 K [21] and MD results T = 298 K [63] are shown. (b)

Predicted domain connectivity with respect to the water content, and

comparison with the normalized proton conductivity at T = 303 K.

The domain water fillings are also marked.
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(b) SAXS Measurements and Predictions

(a) Nafion Holder for SAXS Measurement
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